Special Issue Editor’s Note

Islamic perspective of Management and Business emerges from Islamic world view with value based conception. Due to the rising affluence of incorporation does bring their wake, changes in business pattern we find Islamic Management as an alternative system. As per our knowledge this is the first time of lunching a Journal on Islamic Management whole over the world. In editorial job my involvement also immature as well unstructured, for this reason it may be all concerned will get different types of error and draw back of this initiative. So we do welcome your all types of comments, advises and constructive criticisms which you feel for further development of this Islamic publication. It is hoped that the papers which are included in this Special Issue will provide the reader and practitioner optimum tools to achieve management excellence in future.

In fine we are grateful to International Institute of Science Technology and Education (IISTE), especially to chief editor Dr. Alexander Decker for his generous conception about Islam and patiently support to our new initiative which will explore new horizon Insaallah.
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